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ABOUT THIS GAME:

Sold in over 90+ countries around the world and praised as one of the funniest and most clever RPG's of all time, Metal as
Phuk is a Mature, Turn-Based, Crude Comedy that has one goal and one goal only: To Make You Laugh!

Play as Chael, the only surviving Paladin of the Metal Order as he embarks on his journey to stop The Dark Bards before they
can summon A'Marthius, a MONSTROUS Demon D-Bag who wants nothing more than to see the world burn! A dark,

insidious world full of Epic Metal References awaits you as your party battles their way through Unholy Adversaries, Big Bad
Bosses, and Smaller, but -STILL- Bad Bosses! Phuk, the God of Metal watches over you on your journey... but do you have

what it takes to be Metal, as Phuk?

This game features:

Dozens of Sick-Ass Metal References!

Awesome Boss Battles!

Turn-Based Combat System with Epic Loot and Leveling!

Hilarious Items and Easter Eggs Hidden Throughout the World!

Four Kickass Party Members with Four Kickass Classes!

4 Dozen Epic Songs to Headbang to until your BRAIN FALLS OUT OF YOUR $%^&ING SKULL!
(Crankage Games is not responsible for Cranial Extraction due to excessive headbanging...)
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Original Storyline! (Well, as original as one can get, I mean, C'mon, Right?!)

"Herbs"... !

... And a Phuk-Ton More!
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Title: Metal as Phuk
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Crankage Games
Publisher:
Crankage Games
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017
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metal as phuk review. metal as phuk. metal as phuk walkthrough

I got this from a friend, so I figured I'd burn through on a lazy Friday evening. I really didn't have much expectations going in,
honestly, and I'm still pretty unsure of how I feel about it.

Obviously, as a self-proclaimed comedy game you're really either gonna click with the writing or just kinda endure it. I was
unfortunately in the latter camp, so I ended up just grinding my teeth through a lot of campy dialogue. The character writing as a
whole is unfortunately pretty shallow otherwise-- there's no big character arcs packed with emotion. At best the characters are
realized, but they rarely step outside of their boxes. I realize the intention was never to be that deep and poetic, but I dunno. The
cast was likeable enough for me to wish there was more to them, but nothing more ever came.

Gameplay is fairly box standard for an RPG Maker game. The beginning starts off uncomfortably boring, with next to no real
strategy to employ and if you're familiar with RPGs at all there's no mechanics to learn, but by the midpoint you start
assembling a proper party and get a substantial range of skills. Needless to say, figuring out how to properly synergize your
characters is key to the late game fights. I really feel indifferent about the whole shebang; there's enough to be interesting
enough but there's not enough to be truly engaging.

As a side note, this game makes heavy use of stock RPG Maker assets. This isn't necessarily a problem depending on who you
are, but as someone very familiar with making RPG Maker games, it came off as a bit... shoddy, for lack of better word.
Original assets have zero synergy with the rest of the game, and while I can completely understand why this was, it was a bit
disappointing as I felt like a strong art direction could've made this game a thousand times more charming. The lack of flavor
text was also a big missed opportunity, as the item descriptions were the perfect time to squeeze out some easy jokes instead
often left to hamfisted comments when chests are opened.

Ultimately, though... Despite all my criticism of the game, I did actually end up liking it regardless of how many times I rolled
my eyes. The game definitely has heart, and by the time I beat the final boss I oddly found myself wishing there was more. So,
if you're part of the niche this game is catering to (that being the strange stoner-metal-RPG niche), you'll probably find this a
pretty fun jaunt. Otherwise I'd say you're better off saving your money.. Honestly one of my favorite games of this type, I would
definitely recommend this game to anyone who wants to have a good laugh! I am very excited to play the other games by the
creator!. I've watched a lot of people stream this game and everytime I get laughs and enjoyment from the experience. Now that
I own the game myself I know I'm in for a great ride. I would recommend this game to anyone who enjoys old school game
styles, good music, and lots of laughs!. This game is a real diamond in the rough. Great story telling, through the lens of sarcastic
humor glazed with a sugary coating of debauchery. If that alone doesn't get you wanting to play this game, it has great
characters. Level up system is great, even rewards you for exploration. Combat is classic turn based RPG, nothing too fancy,
which is exactly as these games should be. It's like old school Final Fantasy game play paired with Conker's Bad Fur Day style
humor. 10\/10 will play again.. This game is a blast. As a fan of old school NES and SNES RPGs. This game is a blast. Really
fun to play. Simple to get into . And if you like Metal. The references is a cheery on top. I do recommend playing this..
Definitely recommend this game. The story is really good and funny. The gameplay is really good. One of the best Indies I've
played and definitely worth buying.. Funny RPG game.
Make sure to buy as many +50 mp accessories for all your chars as they can carry, (when you can afford it) as healing is limited
(you heal on level up and main guy has it as one of his mp spells) due to no real way to restore mana outside of items (3 towns in
havn't seen a way to rest in any fashion)
I enjoyed the old hermit side quest.
. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing amazing
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i like game. game is fun and has lots of ha ha's. smonk wed? den you rub dis. honest opinion so far, fantastic job writing the
dialogue. its pretty funny so far. i actually lol'd a few times, the graphics are hella gay, the turn based fighting is actually pretty
cool except i think the indicator of who you are playing should be a little more visible. have not completed the game yet but will
soon
. Haven't played much of it, currently just past the beginning sequence. Just wondering what program you made this with, been
wanting to try to make something for a while. I'll update the review when I get a bit farther, but so far I love the idea and the
feel of it. :). This game is lacking quite a bit in the rpg quality experience and the "humour" just isn't that funny, and I've been
listening to metal for 18 years. Game isn't broken or a bad- just not very fun.. the mosters are way to strong and the items and
gold to little and the ending sucked

Quiver Dick's Terrible Tale is live!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/953230/Quiver_Dicks_Terrible_Tale_For_Terrible_Parents_To_Read_To_Their_Equally_
Terrible_Children/
Is live!

You can also find it in this bundle for a discounted price!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7659/The_Metal_as_Phuk_Chronicles_of_Quiver_Dick_Collection_Bundle/

Thank you all for the support and I hope to hear from you all soon!

- Crankage Games. As a Token of Gratitude...:
As a token of my appreciation for all of the amazing support that you've all shown over the course of MaP, as well as the
continued support that new players bring in, I've decided to add in a fair amount of characters into the next game being released
by Crankage Games that are meant to represent those who helped along the way!

If you've done something to support the game in any way:

1. Thank you SO much, I really do appreciate the positive support you've given, (And the positive support that is still yet to
come from those of you who are just joining the group!)

2. Don't be surprised if you see your names in the next game as a character or part of the storyline!

The next game will be a 3 part episodic comedy adventure that will not only make you laugh, but hopefully do a good job at
honoring those who continue to support Crankage Games along the way!

3. Episode 1 is nearly finished and will be releasing as soon as possible! Episode 2 is also being fleshed out as we speak, and
Episode 3 will follow soon after! (There's still room for characters to be added to the mix as the story was written with a handful
of placeholder names for the time being, so if you don't see your name in Episode 1, that doesn't mean you won't in Episode 2
and 3!)

I want to be sure to give back to the community that made all of this possible, as MaP is now sold in over 90 different countries
around the world! I really could not have done this without you!

Thank you!

- Crankage Games. Deported (New Game by Crankage Games) has officially released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/965830/Deported_Drain_the_Swamp/

Deported: Drain the Swamp has officially released!. Crankage Games Bundle on Sale + Next Game!:
Hello everyone! I just wanted to thank you all for your continued support! All 6 of our games in the bundle have had
overwhelming feedback and we truly appreciate each and every one of you!

Our bundle is currently on sale here:
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https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7659/The_Terrible_Metal_as_Phuk_Deported_Tale_of_Damned_Daniel_Chronicles_o
f_Quiver_Dick_Collection_Bundle/

And I'd just like to announce that the next game we're working on, we're doing with fan interaction! We're streaming
game development each week, LIVE on twitch here: https://www.twitch.tv/crankagegames

Where fans of the game can help craft the game world itself, and even be characters IN the game! I feel like this is a
great opportunity for developer and fans to interact, come together, get to know each other, and build something
awesome. I'd love to talk to each and every one of you, so if you're ever interested in dropping in and not just
WATCHING game development, but actually being a part of the process, please feel free to do so, because I'd LOVE to
talk to you!

Thank you so much, and keep being amazing!

- Crankage Games / Michael
https://twitter.com/CrankageGames. New Quiver Dick Game Coming Soon!:
I'm pleased to announce that the newest title, Quiver Dick's Epic Book of Fairy Fails is coming soon to Steam! Be sure
to check it out and wishlist it for notifications when it's released!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1091370/Quiver_Dicks_Epic_Book_of_Fairy_Fails/

Thank you all for your continued support along the way and making this all possible! I can't wait to hear what you
think!

- Crankage Games
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